The secure, verifiable, and portable new passport for social mobility and economic opportunity

Translating whole life learning into skills.

The Territorium Comprehensive Learner Record captures learning within and beyond traditional classroom settings. From the internship to the extra-curricular event, the TerritoriumCLR creates a granular record of verifiable competencies and skills.

Faculty, administrators, and HR professionals can analyze learning progress and assess supporting evidence to continuously measure learning outcomes, identify areas where learners struggle, and foster lifelong learning strategies.

The TerritoriumCLR provides learners with a skills digital wallet through which they own their data - forever. Accessible when, where, and how they need it, the skills digital wallet provides learners with a portable record of achievements from which they may access, expand, curate, and share skills and abilities in their ongoing pursuit of personal growth, advanced education, and career progression.

Schedule a demo at Territorium.com
THE COMPREHENSIVE LEARNER RECORD INCLUDES:

- Mapping and Measuring Learning Outcomes & Employability Skills
- Prior Learning Assessment Center
- Institution configurable in-depth reporting targeting learner’s skill development
- Achievements, Microcredentials and Badging
- Personalized Learning Pathways and Marketplace
- Skills Digital Wallet and Employability Pathways to Real Jobs

TerritoriumCLR captures all aspects of learning in a complete and immutable record of learner skills, prior experiences and abilities.

By functioning at a granular level of learning, the TerritoriumCLR accounts for key moments in a learner’s life, be it in the classroom, at the workplace, or via meaningful experiences of service or engagement beyond formal learning environments.

Efficient Engine of Personalized Learning

Machine learning within the TerritoriumCLR collects and aligns institutional opportunities occurring both within and beyond campus to personalize the learner experience. Recommending courses, credentials, and opportunities, the TerritoriumCLR maximizes the time, resources, and direction of the learner along self-selected pathways.

Integrates with Leading Education and Career Systems

Fully aligned to 1EdTech’s standards of interoperability, the TerritoriumCLR integrates seamlessly with Learning Management Systems (LMS), Student Information Systems (SIS), and Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS).

Full Compliance with Industry Standards

The TerritoriumCLR aligns to the Credential Engine Registry, 1EdTech CLR 2.0 Standards, Open Badge Standards 3.0, CASE Standards, OneRoster with Edu-API, and WCAG 2.1.

Member of the Velocity Network Foundation

The CLR is part of the Territorium LifeJourney Toolkit. Explore all of our products at Territorium.com.

Schedule a demo at Territorium.com